
 
 
 
IFERA 2022 Paper Development Workshop 
 
Date: June 21, 2022 
Time: 1.30-3.00 PM 
Location: UNIVERSITY OF CANTABRIA, Facultad de Ciencias Económicas y Empresariales 
(Av. de los Castros, 62A, 39006 Santander, Cantabria, Spain.) 
 
 
The Paper Development Workshop (PDW) is a unique opportunity to engage in an in-depth 
discussion with the Editors of highly ranked journals, and to receive detailed feedback about 
manuscript submitted to the conference. The initiative aims at advancing the work toward journal 
submission. A selection of the best full papers submitted to the conference has been admitted 
participating in the PDW to get feedback from Professor Giovanna Campopiano (editor of JFBS), 
Professor Alfredo De Massis (editor of ETP and FBR), Professor Josip Kotlar (editor of FBR) and 
Professor Bill Schulze (editor of AMP, former editor of JOM). In the session, the editors participate 
in a round-table discussion about the challenges and best practice for identifying the suitable journal, 
positioning the study, and tackling the review process.  

12.30 – 1.30 PM – LUNCH and REGISTRATIONS 

1.30 - 2.00 PM - EDITORS ROUNDTABLE - Unveiling the mystery of the revision process 

Moderator: Emanuela Rondi 

Speakers: 

• Giovanna Campopiano 
• Alfredo De Massis 
• Josip Kotlar 
• Bill Schulze 

 
Thirty minutes to ask the most burning questions to which you do not usually find answers in 
handbooks. How can we avoid a desk rejection? What are the most killing points of an introduction? 
What should we do with the editorial letter when our manuscript has been rejected? These and other 
mysteries will be unveiled in the PDW round table session. 
 
 
 
 



2.00 – 3.00 PM - MEETING WITH THE EDITORS 
 
Allocation: 
 

Editor Submission Title Corresponding Author 
Alfredo De Massis What shapes a family constitution towards a role or 

another? Analysing drivers under the regulatory focus 
theory 

Raphaëlle Mattart 

Alfredo De Massis Dealing with paradoxical tensions: Insights from a game 
based-approach in the context of family firms 

Clemens Krüger 

Bill Schulze Family firms in times of crisis: Does location matter? Johan Karlsson 
Bill Schulze Family firms and the private equity exit route: boon and 

bane? A vignette study 
Christopher Khoury 

Giovanna Campopiano A subjective state of mind; examining the role of the 
psychological contract, emotions and human resource 
management in employment relationships in family 
firms 

Olivia O’Leary 

Giovanna Campopiano Owners as strategists - Four types of strategist identity 
of owner-manager in family business 

Constantin Zeif 

Josip Kotlar Navigating treacherous transitions: how successor 
commitment is developed (and stifled) in family firms 

Roland Kidwell 

Josip Kotlar Welcome or not? A mixed methods study on artificial 
intelligence technologies in family-influenced firms 

Jonas Soluk 

Josip Kotlar Who am I as a leader? The identity work of non-family 
leaders after a succession 

Jana Boevers 

 
 
7.30 – 10.30 PM: WALKING ACTIVITY & SOCIAL GATHERING 
 
7.30 PM - Meeting and starting point:  
Plaza Brisas, 3, 39005 Santander, Cantabria, Spain 
 
8.15 PM - Arriving point:  
Restaurant Golf Mataleñas, Av. del Faro, s/n, 39012 Santander, Cantabria, Spain 
 
Walk length:  
40 minutes 
 
Difficulty:  
Very low but not easy for strollers because of some stairs. 
 
Drinks and Food: 
We will have a private area on the restaurant terrace. The setting is informal, and everybody is free 
to order what they want at their own expense. No set menus and no obligation to order food.  
 
If you don’t fancy the walk, but want to meet anyway, please join us at the Restaurant Golf  Mataleñas 
from 8.15 PM onwards. 


